ELECTRICALLY ENERGIZED!
SPIRITUALLY ENHANCED!
100% PURE! NO ADDITIVES, CHEMICALS, DYES OR PERFUMES!

NO DANGEROUS ACTIVE INGREDIENTS! APPLY DIRECTLY!
Pop Haydn has amplified the power of this highly-refined “Placebo Indian Miracle Oil”
through the application of Electrical and Mesmeric influences. The result is a highly energized
oil that has a soothing and smoothing effect on unhealthy disturbances in the aura.

Directions: Apply Directly! If you have a
headache, just put some on your forehead!
For stomach problems, rub directly on the
abdomen. For bursitis, arthritus, rheumatism,
swollen joints or muscle pain, apply directly
to the affected area! For symptoms of
PMS, apply to the neck and shoulders of the
sufferer—really, really carefully.

Equally efficacious for any of the following conditions: Headache, Arthritis, Bursitis,
Rheumatism, Psoriasis, Gout, Lumbago,
Kuru, the Vapors, Female Hysteria, Dropsy,
Scrofuls, Piles, Unrequited Love, Nervous
Disorders, Psychosomatic Conditions,
Munchausens, Megalomania, and various
Gullibilities and Luddy-Duddyisms.

spiritual frequencies—the better the results
which will be perceived...as it is written,
“Those who were full, shall be returned
empty.”

One must only rub a small dab of this oil on
any part or member of the body to instantly
perceive the healing spiritual and physical
realignment that will immediately begin
taking place. Of course, the more sensitive
and better-attuned one may be to the higher

NO DANGEROUS,
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS!

THIS OIL IS 100% PURE!
IT HAS NO ADDITIVES,
CHEMICALS, DYES OR PERFUMES!

This wondrous oil has been Spiritually
Enhanced and Mesmerically Influenced
through the use of Natural Organic
Magnetism and the application of Animal
Energies in a secret Shamanic Ritual first
revealed to Pop Haydn by a Placebo Indian
medicine man from Cucamonga. It was his
tribe who first discovered the powerful
principle which lies behind this treatment.
The scientifically verified and fully
researched “Placebo Effect” has been
proven beyond all doubt to have immense

potency for certain particular types of
disorder, and to be helpful in an amazing
range of other diseases, disturbances and
irritants. You don’t have to take our word for
it, you can ask your doctor!
No salve, ointment, cream or gel
known to man has a more powerful
Placebo Effect than Pop Haydn’s
“Amazing Miracle Oil.”
We couldn’t say it if it wasn’t true, folks!
The government wouldn’t let us.
Now, here is the news that the Doctors and
Scientists find so hard to believe:
Pop Haydn has discovered a method to
amplify the inherent placebo effect of the oil
itself, through the use of electrical and
magnetic devices of his own construction—
to the point that you don't even have to ever
open the bottle!
As unbelievable as it may sound to the wellinformed, the energy that practically glows in
this warm unguent is so powerful that merely
holding the bottle against the afflicted part
of the body is every bit as effective for
most conditions as applying the free-flowing
oil itself!
This is not based on so-called “anecdotal
evidence.”This is an indisputable, empirical
FACT and it can be demonstrated in the
laboratory!
Just Apply Directly, Folks! Just hold the
bottle to the affected area, and let the
warmth and energy vibrating within its

crystal clear unction reach out with its
calming and healing influence...
Medical Doctors are Flabbergasted by
the incredible results we have obtained selling
this product directly to the people—without
any need for the “approval” of pointy-headed
nabobs in lab coats or government bureaucrats.
The people have an awesome freedom—we
think it’s awesome—to choose for themselves what sort of authority to trust. We believe in medicine of the people, from the
people, and that the people buy...
What better commendation do you need?
It’s as easy as a bridge!
Get the Amazing Miracle Oil! This is the
most effective genuine Placebo Indian
miracle oil available, and the only one that is
Electrically Energized!
Accept no Substitute! And folks, you
don’t have to take our word for any of this!
No, sir!
If you have the slightest belief that this
Amazing Miracle Oil may be of the some
medical benefit to you personally—then it
really is time to have that little “Miracle Oil”
discussion with your doctor.*
“I want you to know, folks, that I have
researched every marketable cure available to
the public, and decided that nothing—
NOTHING—can touch this product for its
cost-effectiveness, safety, and remarkable
immunity from any sort of litigation.”
-Pop Haydn
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WWW.POPHAYDN.COM
Iron-Clad, No Questions Asked, Money Back Guarantee: Simply return any
unused portion of this product to our secret desert laboratory, and we will happily
refund any unused portion of your money.
*This product is sold for fun and novelty purposes only, and only a really stupid person would actually
think it could cure anything more than dry skin. Don’t be a sucker! If your doctor hasn’t heard of it, you
probably don’t need it! If you purchased this bottle in the vain hope it could do for you what the doctors
couldn’t, then you are an A-1 Gold-Plated Sucker, and we hope you learn a little something from this
experience. If you bought this bottle for its clever artistic, social commentary and the swell picture of
Pop Haydn on the label, then you are not a sucker! You are a certifiable genius, and we welcome your
society, friend...

